With BMC Intelligent Compliance, you can reduce both the amount of time you’re vulnerable to attacks and the cost of maintaining complete IT compliance.

Attacks Aren’t Surprising – But Most Successful Attacks Are Preventable!
Most successful attacks rely on known vulnerabilities—and most vulnerabilities already have fixes available when they’re discovered.

- More than 80% of attacks target known vulnerabilities
- 79% of vulnerabilities have fixes available on day of disclosure

So why do they take so long to detect and remediate?

Two Critical Roles Are Involved

Security/Audit (GRC) Defines the standard and determines whether it is followed.

IT Operations (ITOM) Remediates the issues that are discovered.

The SecOps Gap
Security teams are responsible for compliance and know what needs to be remediated; Operations teams are responsible for performance and uptime and know changes for remediation are often risky. Both must collaborate to bridge the gap.

BMC Can Help You Close the SecOps Gap
Take compliance from slow, risky, and incomplete to rapid, routine, and comprehensive.

With the BMC Intelligent Compliance Solution, you will be able to:
- Accelerate vulnerability resolution
- Lower costs of audit and remediation
- Increase security

To find out more, please visit bmc.com/compliance
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